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• Many cancer treatments benefit only a 
small proportion of the patients to which 
they are administered 

• Targeting treatment to the right patients 
can greatly improve the therapeutic ratio of 
benefit to adverse effects
– Smaller clinical trials needed
– Treated patients benefit
– Treatment more cost-effective for society





• “Hypertension is not one single entity, neither is 
schizophrenia. It is likely that we will find 10 if we 
are lucky, or 50, if we are not very lucky, 
different disorders masquerading under the 
umbrella of hypertension. I don’t see how once 
we have that knowledge, we are not going to 
use it to genotype individuals and try to tailor 
therapies, because if they are that different, then 
they’re likely fundamentally … different 
problems…”
– George Poste



Pharmacogenomic Targeting

• Enables patients to be treated with drugs 
that actually work for them

• Avoids false negative trials for 
heterogeneous populations

• Avoids erroneous generalizations of 
conclusions from positive trials



“If new refrigerators hurt 7% of 
customers and failed to work for 

another one-third of them, 
customers would expect refunds.”

BJ Evans, DA Flockhart, EM Meslin Nature Med 10:1289, 2004



“Biomarkers”

• Surrogate endpoints
– A measurement made before and after treatment to 

determine whether the treatment is working
– Surrogate for clinical benefit

• Predictive classifiers
– A measurement made before treatment to select 

good patient candidates for the treatment



Surrogate Endpoints

• It is very difficult to properly validate a biomarker 
as a surrogate for clinical outcome. It requires a 
series of randomized trials with both the 
candidate biomarker and clinical outcome 
measured
– Must demonstrate that treatment vs control 

differences for the candidate surrogate are 
concordant with the treatment vs control differences 
for clinical outcome

– It is not sufficient to demonstrate that the biomarker 
responders survive longer than the biomarker non-
responders



• “One rarely can establish that surrogate 
endpoints are valid. Even in that rare 
setting in which data on treatment Z would 
allow one to view S as a valid surrogate 
for T, one cannot extrapolate this 
surrogacy to any new treatment Z* that 
could have mechanisms of action that 
differ from those of Z.”
– Fleming TR, Statistical Science 7:428-56, 

1992



Cardiac Arrhythmia Supression
Trial

• Ventricular premature beats was proposed 
as a surrogate for survival

• Antiarrythmic drugs supressed ventricular 
premature beats but killed patients at 
approximately 2.5 times that of placebo





• It is often more difficult and time 
consuming to properly “validate” an 
endpoint as a surrogate than to use the 
clinical endpoint in phase III trials

• The time frame for validating a surrogate 
is inconsistent with the time frame for 
initiating a pivotal study



• Biomarkers for use as endpoints in phase I 
or II studies need not be validated as 
surrogates for clinical outcome

• Unvalidated biomarkers can also be used 
for early “futility analyses” in phase III trials



Phase II/III Design

• Randomized trial comparing regimen 
containing new drug to control regimen

• Perform interim analysis comparing 
treatments using PFS (progression-free 
survival) endpoint

• If ppfs<p* then continue trial to evaluate 
phase III endpoint

• Otherwise, terminate trial



Seamless Phase II/III Trial (a)
• Randomized comparison of standard treatment + new 

drug to standard treatment control
• Size trial using phase III (e.g. survival) endpoint
• Perform interim analysis using biomarker at a pre-

specified time (e.g. after 50 patients per arm)
– If treatment vs control results are not significant for biomarker, 

terminate accrual and do not claim any benefit of new treatment
– If results are significant for biomarker, continue accrual and 

follow-up and do analysis of phase III endpoint at end of trial
• Seek accelerated approval of new drug regimen based on 

significant biomarker result

• Interim analysis does not “consume” any of the 
significance level for the trial



Seamless Phase II/III Trial (b)
• Randomized comparison of 2 new drug regimens to 

control
• Size trial as phase III study with PFS endpoint
• Perform interim analysis using biomarker response 

– select new treatment arm with most promising biomarker 
response data

– Continue accrual as 2-arm phase III trial of the selected 
treatment arm and the control arm

• Do analysis of phase III endpoint at end of trial using 
.025 level of significance
– Or do permutation analysis to generate null distribution of test

statistic resulting in less conservative analysis



Problems

• Surrogate endpoints
• Validity of biomarkers
• Hypothesis formulation and testing on the 

same set of data
• Conducting pivotal clinical trials without 

clearly pre-planned analysis
• “Stratification”



Validation=Fit for Purpose
• FDA terminology of “valid biomarker” and 

“probable valid biomarker” are not applicable to 
predictive classifiers 

• “Validation” has meaning only as fitness for 
purpose and the purpose of predictive classifiers 
are completely different than for surrogate 
endpoints

• Criteria for validation of surrogate endpoints 
should not be applied to biomarkers used for 
treatment selection



• The components of multi-gene expression 
based classifiers should not have to be 
“valid biomarkers”

• It is often much easier to develop an 
accurate predictive classifier than to 
elucidate the role of the component genes 
in disease biology



Medicine Needs Predictive Markers
not Prognostic Factors

• Most prognostic factors are not used because 
they are not therapeutically relevant

• Most prognostic factor studies are poorly 
designed and not focused on a clear objective; 
they use a convenience sample of patients for 
whom tissue is available. Generally the patients 
are too heterogeneous to support therapeutically 
relevant conclusions

• Prognostic and predictive studies should be 
designed with as much care and statistical rigor 
as clinical trials



Pusztai et al. The Oncologist 8:252-8, 2003

• 939 articles on “prognostic markers” or 
“prognostic factors” in breast cancer in past 20 
years

• ASCO guidelines only recommend routine 
testing for ER, PR and HER-2 in breast cancer

• “With the exception of ER or progesterone 
receptor expression and HER-2 gene 
amplification, there are no clinically useful 
molecular predictors of response to any form of 
anticancer therapy.”



• Clinical trials of molecularly targeted drugs 
focused on patients whose tumors are 
expected to be susceptible to the drug can 
be much more efficient than traditional 
broad clinical trials 



• In new drug development 
– The focus should be on evaluating the new 

drug in a population defined by a predictive 
classifier, not on “validating” the classifier

• In developing a predictive classifier for use 
in restricting a widely used treatment
– The focus should be on evaluating the clinical 

utility of the classifier; Is clinical outcome 
better if the classifier is used than if it is not 
used?



New Drug 
Developmental Strategy (I)

• Develop a diagnostic classifier that identifies the 
patients likely to benefit from the new drug

• Develop a reproducible assay for the classifier
• Use the diagnostic to restrict eligibility to a 

prospectively planned evaluation of the new 
drug

• Demonstrate that the new drug is effective in the 
prospectively defined set of patients determined 
by the diagnostic



Using phase II data, develop 
predictor of response to new drugDevelop Predictor of Response to New Drug

Patient Predicted Responsive Patient Predicted Non-Responsive

Off Study
New Drug Control



Applicability of Design I

• Primarily for settings where the classifier is 
based on a single gene whose protein 
product is the target of the drug

• With substantial biological basis for the 
classifier, it will often be unacceptable 
ethically to expose classifier negative 
patients to the new drug



Evaluating the Efficiency of Strategy (I)

• Simon R and Maitnourim A. Evaluating the efficiency of targeted 
designs for randomized clinical trials. Clinical Cancer Research
10:6759-63, 2004.

• Maitnourim A and  Simon R. On the efficiency of targeted clinical 
trials. Statistics in Medicine 24:329-339, 2005.

• reprints and interactive sample size calculations at 
http://linus.nci.nih.gov/brb





Two Clinical Trial Designs

• Un-targeted design
– Randomized comparison of T to C without 

screening for expression of molecular target

• Targeted design
– Assay patients for expression of target
– Randomize only patients expressing target



Pharmacogenomic Model for Two 
Treatments With Binary Response

•Molecularly targeted treatment T
•Control treatment C
•1-γ Proportion of patients that express target

–Binary classifier
•pc control response probability
•response probability for T patients who express 
target (R+) is (pc + δ1)
•Response probability for T patients who do not 
express target (R-) is (pc + δ0) 



Untargeted Trial
• Compare outcome for treatment group T vs control 

group C without classifier data
• Fisher-Exact test at two-sided level .05  comparing 

response proportion in control group to response 
proportion in treatment group

• Number of responses in C group of n patients is binomial 
B(n,pc)

• Number of responses in T group is 
– B(n,(1-γ)(pc+δ1)+ γ(pc+δ0))

• Determine n patients per treatment group for power 1-β
– Use Ury & Fleiss approximation Biom 36:347-51,1980.



Targeted Trial
• Compare outcome for treatment group T vs control 

group C for Assay positive patients
• Fisher-Exact test at two-sided level .05  comparing 

response proportion in control group to response 
proportion in treatment group

• Number of responses in C group of n patients is binomial 
B(n,pc)

• Number of responses in T group is 
– B(n,pc+δ1)

• Determine nT patients per treatment group for power 1-β
– Use Ury & Fleiss approximation Biom 36:347-51,1980.
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• For pc not close to 0
– f ∼1

• For pc close to 0
– f < 1





Screened Ratio

• Nuntargeted = nuntargeted

• Ntargeted = ntargeted/(1-γ) 

• ScreenRat = Nuntargeted/Ntargeted=(1- γ)RandRat
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Imperfect Assay

• PPV = Pr(R+ | A+)
• NPV=Pr(R- | A-)

• Probability A+ patient responds to T
– pc + PPV*δ1 + (1-PPV)* δ0

• Prob R+ patient is excluded from targeted trial is
– Pr(A- | R+) = 1-sensitivity

• Prob A- patient responds to T
– pc+(1-NPV)* δ1 + NPV* δ0



Approximations
For intuition but not made in published graphs

• Observed response rate ~ N(p,p(1-p)/n)

• pe(1-pe) ~ pc(1-pc)



Number of Randomized Patients 
Required

• Type I error α
• Power 1-β for obtaining significance
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Randomized Ratio
(normal approximation)

• RandRat = nuntargeted/ntargeted

• δ1= rx effect in marker + patients
• δ0= rx effect in marker - patients
• γ =proportion of marker - patients
• If δ0=0, RandRat = 1/ (1-γ) 2

• If δ0= δ1/2, RandRat = 1/(1- γ/2)2
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Randomized Ratio
nuntargeted/ntargeted

Proportion that 
Express target

δ0=0 δ0= δ1/2

0.75 1.78 1.31

0.5 4 1.78

0.25 16 2.56



Screened Ratio

Proportion that
Express target

δ0=0 δ0= δ1/2

0.75 1.33 0.98

0.5 2 0.89

0.25 4 0.64



Imperfect Assay Sensitivity & 
Specificity

• λsens=sensitivity 
– Pr[assay+ | target expressed]

• λspec=specificity
– Pr[assay- | target not expressed]



Proportion of Assay Positive 
Patients That Express Target
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Randomized Ratio

• RandRat = nuntargeted/ntargeted
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Randomized Ratio
sensitivity=specificity=0.9

Express target
δ0=0 δ0= δ1/2

0.75 1.29 1.26

0.5 1.8 1.6

0.25 3.0 1.96

0.1 25.0 1.86



Screened Ratio
Imperfect Assay

• Nuntargeted = nuntargeted

targeted
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Screened Ratio
sensitivity=specificity=0.9

Express target
δ0=0 δ0= δ1/2

0.75 0.9 0.88

0.5 0.9 0.80

0.25 0.9 0.59

0.1 4.5 0.33



Trastuzumab
Herceptin

• Metastatic breast cancer
• 234 randomized patients per arm
• 90% power for 13.5% improvement in 1-year 

survival over 67% baseline at 2-sided .05 level
• If benefit were limited to the 25% assay + 

patients, overall improvement in survival would 
have been 3.375%
– 4025 patients/arm would have been required

• If assay – patients benefited half as much, 627 
patients per arm would have been required 



Gefitinib
Iressa

• Two negative untargeted randomized trials 
first line advanced NSCLC
– 2130 patients

• 10% have EGFR mutations
• If only mutation + patients benefit by 20% 

increase of 1-year survival, then 12,806 
patients/arm are needed

• For trial targeted to patients with 
mutations, 138 are needed





Normal Outcome Model
Stat Med 24:329-39, 2005

• Control group outcome  X ∼ N(0,1) for 
both types of patients

• Treatment group Y ∼ N(δ0,1) for R-
• Treatment group Y ∼ N(δ1,1) for R+
• Proportion R+ is 1-γ



• For untargeted trial compare outcome for 
treatment group T vs control group C 
without classifier data

• Wilcoxon two-sample test at level .05  
comparing X outcomes for control to Y 
outcomes for treatment group
– Use mixture distribution of Y

• n patients per treatment group for power 
1-β
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• For targeted trial compare outcome for 
treatment group T vs control group C for 
Assay + patients

• Wilcoxon two-sample test at level .05  
comparing X outcomes for control to Y 
outcomes for treatment group
– Use distributions of Y for Assay + patients

• nT patients per treatment group for power 
1-β



Relationship Between Assay & 
Receptor

• Pr(A+|R+)=λsens

• Pr(A-|R-)=λspec

• ω+=PPV
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Effects of Assay Imprecision

• Assay imprecision doesn’t effect 
untargeted trial

• Control group outcomes in targeted trial 
are not effected by assay imprecision

• Treatment group in targeted trial is a 
mixture of R+ and R- patients because of 
imperfect specificity

• Targeted trial excludes some R+ patients 
because of imperfect sensitivity







Comparison of Targeted to Untargeted Design
Simon R, Development and Validation of Biomarker Classifiers for Treatment Selection, JSPI

Treatment Hazard 
Ratio for Marker 
Positive Patients

Number of Events for 
Targeted Design

Number of Events for Traditional 
Design

Percent of Patients Marker 
Positive

20% 33% 50%

0.5 74 2040 720 316



Web Based Software for 
Comparing Sample Size 

Requirements

• http://linus.nci.nih.gov/brb/











Developmental Strategy (II)

Develop Predictor of 
Response to New Rx 

Predicted Non-
responsive to New Rx

Predicted 
Responsive
To New Rx

Control
New RX Control

New RX



Developmental Strategy (II)

• Do not use the diagnostic to restrict eligibility, 
but to structure a prospective analysis plan.

• Compare the new drug to the control overall for 
all patients ignoring the classifier.
– If poverall≤ 0.04  claim effectiveness for the eligible 

population as a whole
• Otherwise perform a single subset analysis 

evaluating the new drug in the classifier + 
patients
– If psubset≤ 0.01 claim effectiveness for the classifier + 

patients.



• This analysis strategy is designed to not 
penalize sponsors for having developed a 
classifier 

• It provides sponsors with an incentive to 
develop genomic classifiers



Key Features of Design (II)

• The purpose of the RCT is to evaluate 
treatment T vs C overall and for the pre-
defined subset;  not to modify or refine the 
classifier or to re-evaluate the components 
of the classifier.

• This design assumes that the classifier is 
a binary classifier, not a “risk index”



Sample Size Planning for Design II

1. Size for standard power (e.g. 0.9) for 
detecting usual treatment effect at 
significance level 0.04

2. Size for standard power (e.g. 0.9) for 
detecting larger treatment effect in 
positive subset

3. Size as in 1 but extend accrual of 
classifier positive patients if overall test is 
non-significant



Hazard ratio δ to be 
detected

Number of events required
α=0.05

Number of events 
required
α=0.04

1.2 632 669

1.3 305 323

1.4 186 196

1.5 128 135

1.6 95 101

1.7 75 79

1.8 61 64

1.9 51 54

2.0 44 46

Number of events required for detecting a proportional 
hazard treatment effect with 90% power



Hazard ratio δ to be detected Number of events required
α=0.01

1.7 105

1.8 86

1.9 72

2.0 62

2.1 54

2.2 48

2.3 43

Number of events required for detecting a 
proportional hazard treatment effect with 90% 
power



Hazard rate 
to be 

detected 
overall

Hazard rate 
to be 

detected in + 
subset

Proportion 
classifier +

Number 
events 

needed for 
overall 

analysis at 
.04 level

Number events 
needed for 
classifier + 

analysis at .01 
level

Number of 
total events 
to accrue

1.3 2 0.33 323 62 323

1.5 2 0.33 135 62 186
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Standard Design with 90% Power for Detecting 
Overall Treatment Effect ∆ at Two-Sided Level 

0.05

2

.05
1.96 1.284 c cn p q +⎧ ⎫≅ ⎨ ⎬∆⎩ ⎭



90% Power for Detecting Overall Treatment 
Effect ∆ at Two-Sided Level 0.04

2

.04
2.054 1.284 c cn p q +⎧ ⎫≅ ⎨ ⎬∆⎩ ⎭



Ratio of Required Sample Size for .04 test to 
Required Sample Size for .05 test

{(2.054+1.28)/(1.96+1.28)}2 = 1.06



Treatment Effect in the Classifier Positive 
Subset If Overall Effect is ∆
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For 90% Power in the Classifier + Subset at 
1% Significance

2
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Number of Total Patients Randomized per 
Treatment Needed to Have n.01 per Treatment in 

Classifier + Subset

• n.01/λ



If δ0=0

2
.01

.05

/ 2.576 1.28 1.41
1.96 1.28

n
n
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If δ0=0

λ(fraction positive)

0.5 0.71

0.25 0.35

0.10 0.14

.01

.05

/n
n

λ



If δ0=δ1/2
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If δ0=δ1/2

λ(fraction positive)

0.5 1.59

0.25 2.20

0.10 4.27

.01

.05

/n
n

λ



FDA Subset Catch 22

• Do not accept claims based on subset 
analysis

• Require sponsors to do subset analysis to 
establish that a claim based on overall 
treatment effect applies to all subsets



Developmental Strategy III

• Do not use the diagnostic to restrict eligibility, 
but to structure a prospective analysis plan.

• Compare the new drug to the control for 
classifier positive patients 
– If p+>0.05 make no claim of effectiveness
– If p+≤ 0.05  claim effectiveness for the classifier 

positive patients and
• Continue accrual of classifier negative patients and 

eventually test for smaller treatment effect at 0.05 level
• Use sequential futility monitoring



Sample size Planning for III

• Accrue classifier positive and negative patients 
until there are sufficient classifier positive 
patients for standard power at significance level 
0.05 for detecting larger than usual treatment 
effect D 

• If treatment is found effective in classifier + 
patients, continue accrual of negative patients 
for standard power at significance level 0.05 for 
detecting smaller treatment effect d representing 
minimal useful clinical utility
– Preform sequential futility monitoring to accrual of 

classifier - patients



Separate testing of treatment effect in 
positive and negative subsets

• With classifier tightly linked to drug target, it may be 
ethically unacceptable to expose classifier negative 
patients

• If it is ethically acceptable, some sponsors may prefer 
design III as it provides a primary focus on the classifier 
+ patients 

• With an empirically based classifier (C) in which there is 
limited confidence, design III will not be attractive as it 
requires commitment to a double sized clinical trial 
– The chance of a false negative in at least one subset is 19%
– the potential value of being able to do a subset analysis may not 

be worth the cost of having to demonstrate effectiveness in both
subsets separately for broad labeling



Predictive Medicine not Correlative 
Science

• The purpose of the RCT is to evaluate the new 
treatment  overall and for the pre-defined subset

• The purpose is not to re-evaluate the 
components of the classifier, or to modify or 
refine the classifier

• The purpose is not to demonstrate that 
repeating the classifier development process on 
independent data results in the same classifier 



The Roadmap

1. Develop a completely specified genomic 
classifier of the patients likely to benefit from a 
new drug

2. Establish reproducibility of measurement of the 
classifier

3. Use the completely specified classifier to 
design and analyze a new clinical trial to 
evaluate effectiveness of the new treatment 
with a pre-defined analysis plan.



Guiding Principle

• The data used to develop the classifier must be 
distinct from the data used to test hypotheses 
about treatment effect in subsets determined by 
the classifier
– Developmental studies are exploratory

• And not closely regulated by FDA

– Studies on which treatment effectiveness claims are 
to be based should be definitive studies that test a 
treatment hypothesis in a patient population 
completely pre-specified by the classifier



Use of Archived Samples
• From a non-targeted “negative” clinical 

trial to develop a binary classifier of a 
subset thought to benefit from treatment

• Test that subset hypothesis in a separate 
clinical trial
– Prospective targeted type I trial
– Prospective type II or III trial
– Using archived specimens from a second 

previously conducted clinical trial



Development of Genomic 
Classifiers

• Single gene or protein based on 
knowledge of therapeutic target

• Empirically determined based on 
evaluation of a set of candidate classifiers
– e.g. EGFR assays

• Empirically determined based on genome-
wide correlating gene expression or 
genotype to patient outcome after 
treatment



Development of Genomic 
Classifiers

• During phase II development or

• After failed phase III trial using archived 
specimens.

• Adaptively during early portion of phase III 
trial.



Development of Genomic 
Classifiers

• Classifier for use with time-to-event 
endpoint

• Specificity of classifier for new treatment



Adaptive Signature Design
An adaptive design for generating and 

prospectively testing a gene expression 
signature for sensitive patients

Boris Freidlin and  Richard Simon
Clinical Cancer Research 11:7872-8, 2005



Adaptive Signature Design
End of Trial Analysis

• Compare E to C for all patients at 
significance level 0.04
– If overall H0 is rejected, then claim 

effectiveness of E for eligible patients
– Otherwise



• Otherwise:
– Using only the first half of patients accrued during the 

trial, develop a binary classifier that predicts the 
subset of patients most likely to benefit from the new 
treatment E compared to control C

– Compare E to C for patients accrued in second stage 
who are predicted responsive to E based on classifier 

• Perform test at significance level 0.01
• If H0 is rejected, claim effectiveness of E for subset defined 

by classifier



True Model
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Classifier Development
• Using data from stage 1 patients, fit all single gene logistic 

models (j=1,…,M)
• Select genes with interaction significant at level η

log ( )i j i j ij j i ijit p t x t xµ λ ν β= + + +



Classification of Stage 2 Patients

• For i’th stage 2 patient, selected gene j 
votes to classify patient as preferentially 
sensitive to T if 

{ }ˆ ˆexp j j ijx Rλ β+ >



Classification of Stage 2 Patients

• Classify i’th stage 2 patient as differentially 
sensitive to T relative to C if at least G 
selected genes vote for differential 
sensitivity of that patient



Simulation Parameters

• Gene expression levels of sensitivity 
genes MVN 
– mean m, variance v1 and correlation r in 

sensitive patients
– mean 0, variance v2 and correlation r in non-

sensitive patients
• Gene expression levels of other genes 

MVN with mean 0, variance v0 and 
correlation r in all patients



• Treatment-expression interaction parameters 
(γ*) same for all sensitivity genes

• γ* value scaled (depending on K) so that log 
odds ratio of treatment effect is 5 for hypothetical 
patient with sensitivity gene expression levels at 
their expected values
– i.e. m γ*K=5

• Intercept µ scaled for control response rate of 
25%



Treatment effect restricted to subset.
10% of patients sensitive, 10 sensitivity genes, 10,000 genes, 400 

patients.

Test Power

Overall .05 level test 46.7

Overall .04 level test 43.1

Sensitive subset .01 level test
(performed only when overall .04 level test is negative)

42.2

Overall adaptive signature design  85.3



Treatment effect restricted to subset.
25% of patients sensitive, 10 sensitivity genes, 10,000 genes, 400 

patients.

Test Power

Overall .05 level test 99.0

Overall .04 level test 98.9

Sensitive subset .01 level test
(performed only when overall .04 level test is negative)

99.7

Overall adaptive signature design  99.9



Overall treatment effect, no subset effect.
10% of patients sensitive, 10 sensitivity genes, 10,000 genes, 400 

patients.

Test Power

Overall .05 level test 74.2

Overall .04 level test 70.9

Sensitive subset .01 level test 1.0

Overall adaptive signature design  70.9



Stronger treatment effect for sensitive subset.
10% of patients sensitive, 10 sensitivity genes, 10,000 genes, 400 

patients.

Test Power

Overall .05 level test 97.0

Overall .04 level test 96.0

Sensitive subset .01 level test 45.6

Overall adaptive signature design  97.2



Empirical Power
RR for Control Patients 25%

Response 
Rate in 

Sensitive 
Subset

Overall .05 Overall .04 Subset .01 Overall 
Adaptive

98% 49.5 45.4 75.8 85.7

95% 43.0 38.5 63.1 75.0

87% 36.7 31.7 34.5 51.6

80% 31.6 28.4 17.6 38.8

71% 26.0 22.6 6.3 26.3



Biomarker Adaptive Threshold 
Design

Wenyu Jiang, Boris Freidlin & Richard 
Simon

(Submitted for publication)
http://linus.nci.nih.gov/brb



Biomarker Adaptive Threshold Design

• Randomized pivotal trial comparing new 
treatment E to control C

• Quantitative predictive biomarker B
• Survival or DFS endpoint



Biomarker Adaptive Threshold Design

• Have identified a univariate biomarker 
index B thought to be predictive of patients 
likely to benefit from E relative to C

• Eligibility not restricted by biomarker
• No threshold for biomarker determined
• Biomarker value scaled to range (0,1) 



Procedure A
• Compare E vs C for all patients

– If results are significant at level .04 claim 
broad effectiveness of E

– Otherwise proceed as follows



Procedure A

• Test E vs C restricted to patients with biomarker 
B > b 
– Let S(b) be log likelihood ratio statistic

• Repeat for all values of b
• Let T = max{S(b)}
• Compute null distribution of T by permuting 

treatment labels
• If the data value of T is significant at 0.01 level, 

then claim effectiveness of E for a patient subset
• Compute point and interval estimates of the 

threshold b



Procedure B

• S(b)=log likelihood ratio statistic for treatment 
effect in subset of patients with B≥b

• T=max{S(0)+R, max{S(b)}}
• Compute null distribution of T by permuting 

treatment labels
• If the data value of T is significant at 0.05 level, 

then reject null hypothesis that E is ineffective 
• Compute point and interval estimates of the 

threshold b



Estimation of Threshold
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Model Hazard 
reduction
for those 

who benefit

Overall
Power

Adaptive
Test

Everyone
benefits

33% .775 .751

50% 
benefit

60% .888 .932

25%
benefit

60% .429 .604





Prostate Cancer Data
DES (0.2 mg) vs Placebo

Covariate # patients with 
measured 
covariate

Overall Test
p value

Procedure A
Stage 2
p value

Procedure B
p value

AP 505 .084 .019 .041

SG 494 .110 .025 .050



Prostate Cancer Data

Covariate # patients with 
measured 
covariate

Estimated 
Threshold

95% CI 80% CI

AP 505 36 (9,170) (25,108)

SG 494 11 (10,13) (11,11)







Sample Size Planning (A)

• Standard broad eligibility trial were 
designed for 80% power to detect 
reduction in hazard D at significance level 
5%

• Biomarker adaptive design is sized for 
80% power to detect same reduction in 
hazard D at significance level 4% for 
overall analysis



Estimated Power of Broad Eligibility Design (n=386 events) vs Adaptive 
Design A (n=412 events) 80% power for 30% hazard reduction

Model Broad Eligibility
Design

Biomarker 
Adaptive Design A

40% reduction in 50% of 
patients

(22% overall reduction)

.70 .78

60% reduction in 25% of 
patients

(20% overall reduction)

.65 .91

79% reduction in 10% of 
patients

(14% overall reduction)

.35 .93



Sample Size Planning (B)
• Estimate power of procedure B relative to 

standard broad eligibility trial based on Table 1 
for the row corresponding to the expected 
proportion of sensitive patients (π ) and the 
target hazard ratio for sensitive patients
– e.g. π=25% and ∆=.4 gives RE=.429/.641=.67

• When B has power 80%, overall test has power 
80*.67=53%

• Use formula B.2 to determine the approximate 
number of events needed for overall test to have 
power 53% for detecting ∆=.4 limited to π=25% 
of patients



Events needed to Detect Hazard 
Ratio ∆ With Proportional Hazards

2
1 14

log
z z

D α β− −+⎛ ⎞
= ⎜ ⎟∆⎝ ⎠



Events (D’) Needed for Overall 
Test to Detect Hazard Ratio ∆

Limited to Fraction π

2' /D D π≈



Example Sample Size Planning for 
Procedure B

• Design a trial to detect ∆=0.4 (60% reduction) 
limited to π=25% of patients
– Relative efficiency from Table 1 .429/.641=.67

• When procedure B has power 80%, standard 
test has power 80%*.67=53%

• Formula B.2 gives D’=230 events to have 53% 
power for overall test and thus approximate 80% 
power for B

• Overall test needs D=472 events for 80% power 
for detecting the diluted treatment effect 





Developing Gene Expression 
Based Classifiers





Major Flaws Found in 40 Studies 
Published in 2004

• Misleading use of cluster analysis 
– 13/28 studies invalidly claimed that expression clusters based on 

differentially expressed genes could help distinguish clinical 
outcomes

• Inadequate control of multiple comparisons in gene 
finding
– 9/23 studies had unclear or inadequate methods to deal with 

false positives
• 10,000 genes x .05 significance level = 500 false positives

• Misleading report of prediction accuracy
– 12/28 reports based on incomplete cross-validation

• 50% of studies contained one or more major flaws







Good Microarray Studies Have 
Clear Objectives

• Class Comparison
– Find genes whose expression differs among predetermined 

classes, e.g. tissue or experimental condition
• Class Prediction

– Prediction of predetermined class (e.g. treatment outcome) 
using information from gene expression profile

• Class Discovery
– Discover clusters of specimens having similar expression 

profiles
– Discover clusters of genes having similar expression profiles



Class Comparison and Class 
Prediction

• Not clustering problems
• Supervised methods



Class Prediction
• A set of genes is not a classifier
• Testing whether analysis of independent data results in 

selection of the same set of genes is not an appropriate 
test of predictive accuracy of a classifier



Myth

• Complex classification algorithms such as 
neural networks perform better than 
simpler methods for class prediction.



• Artificial intelligence sells to non-
specialists who cannot distinguish hype 
from substance. 

• Comparative studies generally indicate 
that simpler methods work as well or 
better for microarray problems because 
they avoid over-fitting the data. 



Linear Classifiers for Two Classes

• Fisher linear discriminant analysis
• Diagonal linear discriminant analysis (DLDA) 

assumes features are uncorrelated
• Compound covariate predictor (Radmacher et 

al ) 
• Weighted voting (Golub et al.)
• Support vector machines with inner product 

kernel
• Perceptron (Khan et al.)



Other Simple Methods

• Nearest neighbor classification
• Nearest k-neighbors
• Nearest centroid classification
• Shrunken centroid classification



Developing Composite Genomic 
Classifiers

• Classifiers should classify accurately
• To classify accurately, it is much more important 

that informative features not be excluded
• To classify accurately, it is less important that 

noise features be excluded
• If we wished to “validate” a classifier, we should 

validate it’s predictions, not that the same 
features (genes) are included in a classifier 
developed on independent data







Evaluating a Classifier

• Fit of a model to the same data used to 
develop it is no evidence of prediction 
accuracy for independent data

• Demonstrating statistical significance of 
prognostic factors is not the same as 
demonstrating predictive accuracy



Split-Sample Evaluation

• Training-set
– Used to select features, select model type, determine 

parameters and cut-off thresholds
• Test-set

– Withheld until a single model is fully specified using 
the training-set.

– Fully specified model is applied to the expression 
profiles in the test-set to predict class labels. 

– Number of errors is counted
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Non-Cross-Validated Prediction

1. Prediction rule is built using full data set.
2. Rule is applied to each specimen for class 

prediction. 

training set

test set
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Cross-Validated Prediction (Leave-One-Out Method)
1. Full data set is divided into training and 

test sets (test set contains 1 specimen).
2. Prediction rule is built from scratch              

using the training set.
3. Rule is applied to the specimen in the 

test set for class prediction. 
4. Process is repeated until each specimen 

has appeared once in the test set.



• Cross validation is only valid if the test set is not used in 
any way in the development of the model. Using the 
complete set of samples to select genes violates this 
assumption and invalidates cross-validation.

• With proper cross-validation, the model must be 
developed from scratch for each leave-one-out training 
set. This means that feature selection must be repeated 
for each leave-one-out training set. 

– Simon R, Radmacher MD, Dobbin K, McShane LM. Pitfalls in the analysis of DNA microarray data. Journal 
of the National Cancer Institute 95:14-18, 2003.

• The cross-validated estimate of misclassification error is 
an estimate of the prediction error for model fit using 
specified algorithm to full dataset



Myth

• Split sample validation is superior to 
LOOCV for estimating prediction error





BRB-ArrayTools

• Contains analysis tools that I have selected as 
valid and useful

• Analysis wizzard and multiple help screens for 
biomedical scientists

• Imports data from all platforms and major 
databases



Predictive Classifiers in 
BRB-ArrayTools

• Classifiers
– Diagonal linear discriminant
– Compound covariate 
– Bayesian compound covariate
– Support vector machine with 

inner product kernel
– K-nearest neighbor
– Nearest centroid
– Shrunken centroid (PAM)
– Random forrest
– Tree of binary classifiers for k-

classes
• Survival risk-group

– Supervised pc’s

• Feature selection options
– Univariate t/F statistic
– Hierarchical variance option
– Restricted by fold effect
– Univariate classification power
– Recursive feature elimination
– Top-scoring pairs

• Validation methods
– Split-sample
– LOOCV
– Repeated k-fold CV
– .632+ bootstrap



BRB-ArrayTools

• Extensive built-in gene annotation and 
linkage to gene annotation websites

• Extensive gene-set enrichment tools for 
integrating gene expression with pathways 
and other biological information

• Publicly available for non-commercial use
– http://linus.nci.nih.gov/brb



BRB-ArrayTools
December 2006

• 6635 Registered users
• 1938 Distinct institutions 
• 68 Countries
• 311 Citations



Clinical Trial Design for 
Evaluating Medical Utility of a 

Predictive Biomarker for Use in 
Selecting Available Treatments



Studies Developing Gene 
Expression Profile Classifiers 

Should be Viewed as Analogous 
to Phase II Trials Requiring 

Phase III Validation 



Limitations to Internal Validation

• Confounding by sample handling or assay 
effects
– Cases collected and assayed at different times than 

controls
• Failure to incorporate important sources of  

variability
– Assay variability
– Tissue handling
– Tumor heterogeneity

• Limited size of developmental study
• Problems of design and analysis in 

developmental study



Independent Data Validation
• From different clinical centers
• Specimens assayed at different time from training data
• Reproducibility of assay for individual tumors demonstrated to 

clinical reference laboratory standards
• Positive and negative samples collected in the same way
• Study sufficiently large to give precise estimates of sensitivity and 

specificity of the classifier
• The validation study is prospectively planned

– patient selection pre-specified to address a therapeutically relevant 
question

– endpoints and hypotheses pre-specified
– predictor fully pre-specified
– Study addresses assay reproducibility
– Specimens may be either prospective or archived 



Adequate External Validation 
Studies are Rarely Performed

• They are expensive and require multi-
center cooperation

• They require demonstration of assay 
reproducibility

• The financial incentives for developing and 
validating PG classifiers of existing 
treatments are limited 



Validation Study
Node negative Breast Cancer

• Prospective study design
• Samples collected and archived from patients 

with node negative ER+ breast cancer receiving 
TAM

• Apply single, fully specified multi-gene predictor 
of outcome to samples and categorize each 
patient as good or poor prognosis

• Are long-term outcomes for patients in good 
prognosis group sufficiently good to withhold 
chemotherapy?



Prospectively Planned Validation Using 
Archived Materials

Oncotype-Dx
• Fully specified classifier applied 

prospectively to frozen specimens from 
NSABP B14 patients who received 
Tamoxifen for 5 years

• Long term follow-up available 
• Good risk patients had very good relapse-

free survival



B-14 Results—Relapse-Free Survival
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Paik et al, SABCS 2003



Prospective Validation Designs

• Randomize patients to standard of care vs
classifier determined therapy 

• Gold standard but rarely performed
– Very inefficient





Proportion of Patients Marker + Approximate Number of Events Required

20% 5200

33% 1878

50% 820

Approximate number of events required for 80% 
power with 5% two-sided log-rank test for comparing 
arms of design shown in Figure 1. Randomized arms 
are mixtures of marker – and marker + patients. 
Hazard ratio for marker – patients is 1 for the two 
treatment groups and 0.67 for marker + patients. All 
patients are followed to failure. 





Prospective Intergroup Study

• OncotypeDx risk score <15
– Tam alone

• OncotypeDx risk score >30
– Tam + Chemo

• OncotypeDx risk score 15-30
– Randomize to Tam vs Tam + Chemo
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